
Meteor design by Studio V

Meteor streaks across your interior in a blaze of style and flair and enters into the lounge scene, 
revealing a seat that is both sophisticated and playful. Its shape is a smaller scale cousin to Astro. 
When sitting in Meteor, discover the Via motion-lounge experience by swiveling, rocking and 
swaying.

Soft seating chair

Statement of Line

Designer: Studio V
Via Seating’s visionaries are made up of a multidisciplinary 
team that work together to imagine-er signature products 
and concepts for Via. Studio V has a depth of expertise in 
mechanical and sustainability engineering, ergonomics, 
fashion design and project management. Together, this 
team crafts modern, sophisticated and original seating 
solutions that are ergonomic, beautiful and sustainable.
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Max Weight: 300 lb

69C 70C 72C

A 28.0” 27.5” 29.0”

B 14.0” 14.0” 12.5”

C 29.0” 29.0” 29.0”

D 19.5” 19.5” 19.5”

E 25.5” 25.5” 25.5”

F 33.5” 33.5” 33.5”

G 20.0” 20.0” 20.0”

Note: These base dimensions above use a swivel only 
#SO gaslift. 
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Key Features

1. Backrest
High profile back offers privacy and support.

2. Two-Tone Upholstery
Option to upholster the comfortable seat in a different fabric.

3. Comfort Foam
A proprietary blend of high-density, injection-molded, closed-cell, cold-
cured comfort foam so durable and lasting it is backed by Via Seating’s 12 
year warranty.

4. Bases
A variety of styles in polished, matte black, wood and silver finishes.

Dimensions

Quick Ship: 2 chairs produced in a 48 hour period.
Warranty: 6 year warranty.

Max Weight: 300 lb

69C 70C 72C

A 31.5” 31.5” 32.5”

B 14.0” 14.0” 12.5”

C 29.0” 29.0” 29.0”

D 19.5” 19.5” 19.5”

E 25.5” 25.5” 25.5”

F 34.0” 33.5” 33.5”

G 20.0” 20.0” 20.0”

Note: These base dimensions above use a swivel only 
#SO gaslift. 
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Max Weight: 300 lb

Dimensions Notice: Dimensions are recorded by Via Seating engineers using a BIFMA Chair Measuring Device® (CMD) & the BIFMA Universal 
Measuring Procedure. This is a weighted device, which simulates an actual person sitting in a chair. This allows the results to be true to actual 
use of the chair. Within these actuals, our engineers record the true seat reference point (SRP) or seat depth measurement, defined as the slight 
indentation in the lumbar (ie. where the sitter is benefiting from the lumbar support) to the front edge of the seat. This important accurate 
measurement is useful for ergonomists to correctly match up the SRP to hip to knee measurements, helping the sitter achieve an ideal three 
finger gap between the back of the leg to the edge of the seat. For the purpose of Spec It & marketing tools, this number is rounded to the 
nearest 0.5.

A. 36.5”
B. 18.5”
C. 29.0”
D. 19.5”
E. 25.5”
F. 30.5”
G. 20.0”

A. 36.5”
B. 17.5”
C. 29.0”
D. 19.5”
E. 25.5”
F. 33.5”
G. 20.0”

Max Weight: 300 lb

J. 17.0”
K. 10.5”
L. 29.0”
M. 23.5”
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Bases

Options

Matte black 4-leg, 
fixed

Polished 4-leg,  
fixed

360° swivelFixed, no swivel

Motion-Lounge Experience

Return-to-centerNon return-to-center

Gaslift Funtionality

Sway, rock & 360° 
swivel

Rock & 360° swivel

No swivel, fixed

Matte black wire 
“X” frame, fixed

Silver wire “X” 
frame, fixed

Brushed disk, 
fixed

Walnut low-profile 
4-leg, fixed

Oak low-profile 
4-leg, fixed
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Sustainability

Meteor was designed using a Design for the Environment (DfE) design approach. 
During this process, all components were screened to identify and assess the human 
and ecosystem health impacts of chemicals of concern. We screened all product 
components to the ANSI/BIFMA e3-2019 Annex B- List of Chemicals of Concern and 
the California Proposition 65 List.

Meteor has been tested in accordance with ANSI/BIFMA Standard Method M7.1–2011 
(R2016) and complies with ANSI/ BIFMA e3-2019e Furniture Sustainability Standard, 
Sections 7.6.1, 7.6.2, and 7.6.3.

Meteor is BIFMA LEVEL 2 certified.

Meteor is CLEAN AIR GOLD certified / certified low emitting.

Meteor is Health Care Without Harm compliant (HHI compliant).

Two-tone upholsterySingle upholstery

Upholstery Layouts

Seats

Available as a standard clean out velcro-attached or optional permanent & fixed sewn in seat.


